Treatment for Bedbugs
Preparation:
In all rooms requiring spraying the following actions require completion before the appointment time, these
actions will ensure a really good application reducing the need for subsequent treatments:






In the 24 hours before application give all rooms a really good vacuum.
All electronics need unplugging and /or removal.
All delicate, breakable or valuable items need removal.
All loose items MUST be packed away, NOTHING on the floor except major pieces of furniture, which
will be moved during the treatment.
Turn central heating on “all day” with a High thermostat to facilitate drying (not in summer).

Bedding:
If bedrooms are involved All sheets, pillow cases and duvet covers need stripping & placing in black bin bags
prior to washing at 50+ degrees. Pillows and duvets may require washing, dry cleaning or replacement later
but these will NOT be sprayed. Strip down beds completely. If you have draws under beds these MUST be
cleared. All clothing can stay in wardrobes or chest of draws IF they can be firmly shut.
Children and Animals:
All the insecticides we use have been fully tested in the home & workplace by both British and in many cases
the European regulatory boards. All have been extensively tested with children and animals. The property can
by re-inhabited once ALL surfaces are completely dry. For the first 48 hours try to minimise contact with
sprayed surfaces more to maintain the coverage of the product. Hands should be washed regularly, especially
before eating. Animals should be kept downstairs. Fish and plants MUST be removed from the building.
Kitchens (If Treated):
All foodstuffs and food preparation equipment & utensils must be placed inside firmly shut cupboards.
During treatment:
The customer Must vacate the property for a minimum of 4-5 hours to allow spraying and for the product to
dry. Upon return, confirm carpets are dry, if not go out for a little longer.
Post treatment:






One adult to return to the house
Confirm surfaces are dry.
Open all windows for 20-30 minutes, allow rooms to air completely.
Allow the rest of the household in.
Do not vacuum or brush vigorously for 14 days.

The insecticide can take 3-4 days to become effective, please allow time for it to work

